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Abstract

A real world MCDA application on software evaluation is presented in

the paper. The decision process concerned a big Italian company faced with

the management of a call for tenders for a very important software acqui-

sition. The decision aiding process is extensively presented and discussed,

mainly as far as its products are concerned, that is:

- the problem situation;

- the problem formulation;

- the evaluation model;

- the �nal recommendation.

The results of the experience are discussed using the comments of the client

of the study.

Keywords: software evaluation, decision aiding process, evaluation model,

ordinal measurement.
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Introduction

Although the use of the multicriteria methodology is now widely ackno-

wledged in many sectors of human life, very few real world applications are

reported in the literature (for noticeable exceptions see, Belton et al., 1997;

Tabucanon and Chankong, 1989; Bana e Costa et al., 1997; Vincke, 1992b;

Roy and Bouyssou, 1993). In all cases it is rare to �nd extended presen-

tations of such real world cases where the whole decision aiding process is

ex-post analysed, discussed and where lessons are obtained. Despite the

fact that the multicriteria decision aid approach is deeply rooted in empi-

rical research, very little operational validation is reported in the literature

as already noticed in Bouyssou et al. (1993) and French (1998).

The paper tries to contribute in �lling such a gap reporting a real world

decision aiding process which took place in a large Italian �rm late 1996 and

early 1997 concerning the evaluation of o�ers following a call for tenders for

a very important software acquisition problem. In the paper we will try to

extensively present the decision process for which the decision aiding was

requested, the actors involved, the decision aiding process, including the

problem structuring and formulation, the evaluation model created and the

multicriteria method adopted.

More precisely the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 introduces

and de�nes some preliminary concepts which will be used in the rest of the

paper such as decision process, actors, decision aiding process, problem for-

mulation, evaluation model, etc. Section 2 presents the decision process for

which the decision aid was requested, the involved actors and their concerns

(stakes), the resources engaged and the timing. The role of the authors is

also presented in this section. Section 3 describes the decision aiding pro-

cess, mainly through the di�erent \products" of such a process which are

speci�cally analysed (the problem formulation, the evaluation model and

the �nal recommendation). Section 4 contains a discussion about the ex-

perience conducted in which an ex-post analysis is performed concerning

the decision process, the information available, the evaluation model and

the methods used. The clients' and the analysts' comments on the expe-

rience are also included in this section. The conclusion emphasizes the open

questions that the experience highlighted, indicating future necessary the-

oretical achievements and operational validations. All technical details are

included in Appendix A (the ELECTRE-TRI type procedure used), while

the complete list of the evaluation attributes is provided in Appendix B.
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1 Preliminaries

All representations always follow a descriptive model used by the observers

(in this case the authors). In the following we will try to introduce some

key concepts and issues which may help the reader to better understand our

presentation.

A basic concept adopted in our paper is the one of decision process (see

Mintzberg et al., 1976; Jacquet-Lagr�eze et al., 1978; Heurgon, 1982; Hum-

phreys et al., 1983; Masser, 1983; Nutt, 1984; Ostanello, 1990 and 1997).

We will not con�ne ourselves to the classic concept of decision process given

by Simon (1957). We may emphasize that our concept of decision process

does not refer to an individual behaviour as observed facing a decision si-

tuation (as studied by descriptive decision aiding approaches, see Svenson

1996). For us a decision process is the set of all activities performed around

an \object" which evokes the concerns of one or more individuals, groups,

formal or informal organizations. We call actors all participants involved in

a decision process. We call objects (of the decision process) all the concerns

of all the actors involved in the decision process. Normally the actors allo-

cate to their concerns (objects) resources including knowledge, ideas, time,

etc. (for more details on this type of descriptive model see Ostanello and

Tsouki�as, 1993).

A �rst assumption in our approach (typical of the multicriteria decision

aid (MCDA) approach) is that the decision aiding activity is an interaction

of at least two distinct actors, the \client" and the \analyst". Normally the

client is involved in a decision process. We call such interaction a \decision

aiding process" and we admit that also other actors can be involved in this

speci�c task. A decision aiding process has as object a concern of the client

on which (s)he considers the allocated resources insu�cient and estimates

necessary the help of another actor (the analyst). The way by which the de-

cision aiding process is structured depends on how the analyst perceives the

client concerns, the problem situation in which the client �nds (her)himself

and on how the client perceives the analysts methodological knowledge (for

more details on the concepts of client and analyst, see Checkland, 1981;

Moscarola, 1984; Rosenhead, 1989; Norese, 1988).

There is no unique approach under which it is possible to describe the

activities of the analyst in the decision aiding process since there is no uni-

que decision aiding approach. The one adopted in this case is based on

the MCDA methodology (see Roy, 1996; Vincke, 1992b) and its use in the

software evaluation (see Morisio and Tsouki�as, 1997). Basically such an ap-

proach considers three consecutive products of the decision aiding process:

- a representation of the problem situation;
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- one or more problem formulations coherent with the problem situation

representation;

- an evaluation model consistent with the problem formulation adopted.

More formally we have:

1. A problem situation model in time t (PSt) is a triplet hAt;Ot; RSti
where:

- At are the actors involved in the decision process in which the client

�nd (her)himself and for which (s)he ask the help of the analyst;

- Ot are the objects (concerns, stakes, etc.) of the actors involved in

the process;

- RSt are the resources allocated by the actors to the objects in the

problem situation.

In other words, a problem situation model allows the analyst and the

client to have a clear common view of what are the stakes at the

moment, to identify the reasons for which the present situation is

considered as problem for the client and to understand whether such a

\problem" can be formulated in a more formal (less ambiguous) way.

2. A problem formulation �PS (with respect to a problem situation) is a

triplet hA; V;�i where:
- A is the set of actions which the client may adopt, execute, pursue

in order to provide an answer to the problem situation in which (s)he

�nd (her)himself;

- V are the points of view under which the di�erent actions may be

considered by the client and the analyst;

- � is a problem statement which declares the purpose and type of

evaluation of the alternatives. The purpose can be operational (a

choice, a reject, a ranking), descriptive or conceptual. The type can

be absolute or relative.

A problem formulation therefore translates the concerns expressed in

the problem situation model in a \formal" problem on which it may

be possible to apply some techniques such as statistics, measurement,

operational research, simulation, etc.

3. An evaluation model M� (with respect to a problem formulation) is

a n-uple hA�; D; E;M;G;U ;Ri where:
- A� are the alternative actions which will be considered by the model;

- D are the di�erent dimensions under which the evaluation will be

performed; it may be an hierarchy or a at set;

- E;M are the available (if any) measurements and their relative scales
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associated with some of the elements of D;

- G is the set of criteria constructed on the basis of D;

- U is the uncertainty imported or created by the model and the re-

presentations adopted to handle it;

- R is the set of aggregation techniques that will be used in order to

put together the evaluations of the elements of A�, expressed on the

di�erent dimensions in D, in order to obtain a �nal result for the client

consistent with the problem statement.

The evaluation model therefore presents the precise way under which

the alternatives that the client considers as possible are going to be

evaluated and includes any eventual prescription the analyst will pro-

vide to the client.

With respect to the evaluation model, we want to make some remarks.

1. The reader may notice that the evaluation model is the third product

constructed in the decision aiding process. It is therefore the result of

a deep abstraction with respect to the reality and therefore di�erent

(more or less) arbitrary \cuts" of the reality have been done. A clear

construction of the three products and of the reasons for which the

di�erent cuts have been done may facilitate the understanding and

the agreement of the client to the results of the decision aiding process

and a better use of such results in the decision process.

2. Normally an evaluation model contains or create uncertainty. It can

be imported in the model due to imprecision, to errors, to missing or

inconsistent information, or it can be created by the model itself due

to arbitrary reductions of the information or to implicit ambiguity of

the model structure. The way by which uncertainty is represented is

not neutral (and not objective) and not always straightforward since

there exist di�erent formalisms and approaches in modeling uncer-

tainty. This is why uncertainty is considered as a part of the evaluation

model, the elements of which have to be justi�ed.

3. The evaluation model provides the client with a \condensed" repre-

sentation of the alternatives, obtained aggregating data, measures and

preferences about them. Again the choice of the aggregation procedu-

res is not straightforward (since there exist di�erent aggregation pro-

cedures) and not neutral (since di�erent procedures result in di�erent

results). This is the reason for which the set of aggregation procedures

is a part of the model, being choices which have to be justi�ed.
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4. Actually a decision aiding process generates a fourth product as a di-

rect consequence of the evaluation model. Such a product is the \�nal

recommendation". In fact it contains the suggestions and advises of

the analyst to the client. Conventionally we may consider that such

a product is more or less implicitly contained in the evaluation mo-

del (as soon as the aggregation procedure is applied to the available

information the �nal recommendation might appear). Unfortunately

this is not always the case. There are some further considerations and

elaborations to perform in order to provide such a �nal product. Such

further elaborations may include (without being limited to):

- elaboration of a �nal prescription to the client;

- sensitivity analysis of the result;

- robustness analysis of the result.

From our preliminary formulation of the outline of our model of the

decision aiding process products, we hope to make clear that:

� the decision aiding is the result of the interactions among at least two

actors (the client and the analyst) which have to achieve a consen-

sual representation of the reality through three models: the problem

situation model, the problem formulation and the evaluation model;

� for the same reason such three models require a double validation:

- from the client point of view, it has to satisfy his(her) expectations

and necessities;

- from the analyst point of view, it has to satisfy some formal properties

of meaningfulness, correctness and formal coherence.

Nevertheless the construction of the three models has many degrees of

freedom and is not unique. Moreover the double validation of the models

may also help the legitimation of the decision aiding process towards the

reference decision process.

2 The Decision Process

In the early 1996, a very large Italian company operating a network based

service decided, as part of a strategic development policy, to get equipped

with a Geographical Information System (GIS) on which all information con-

cerning the structure of the network and the services provided all over the

country was to be transferred. However, since this was quite a new techno-

logy, the Information Systems Department (ISD) of the company asked the
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a�liated research and development agency (RDA), and more speci�cally the

department concerned with this type of information technology (GISD), to

perform a pilot study of the market in order to orient the company towards

an acquisition.

The GISD of the RDA noticed that:

- the market o�ered a very large variety of possibilities of software which

could be used as a GIS for the company's purposes;

- the company required a very peculiar version of GIS that did not exist

ready made in the market, but had to be created customizing and combining

di�erent modules of existing software besides ad-hoc written software for the

companies purpose;

- the question of the ISD was very general, but also very committing because

it included an evaluation for an acquisition and not a simple description of

the di�erent products;

- the GISD felt able to describe and evaluate di�erent GIS products on

a set of attributes (possibly some hundreds), but was not able to provide

a synthetic evaluation, the purpose of which was even obscure (the use

of a weighted sum was quite immediately left aside because perceived as

\meaningless").

At this point of the process, the GISD came to know that within the RDA

was operating a unit concerned with the use of the MCDA methodology in

software evaluation (MCDA/SE) and presented this problem as a case study

opening a speci�c commitment. The �rst author was thus involved into the

process. On its turn the MCDA/SE unit responsible decided to activate his

links with an academic institution in order to get more insight and advice

on the problem which soon appeared to overcome the knowledge level of the

unit at that time. The second author was thus involved into the process.

At this point we can make the following remarks.

� The reference decision process for which the decision aiding was pro-

vided concerned the \acquisition of a GIS for X (the company)". The

actors involved at this level are the IS manager of the company, the ac-

quisition (AQ) manager of the company, the RDA, di�erent suppliers

of GIS software, some external consultants of the company concerned

with software engineering.

� A �rst decision aiding process was established where the client is the

ISD manager and the analyst is the GISD department of the RDA.

� A second decision aiding process was established where the client is

the GIS department of the RDA and the analyst is the MCDA/SE

unit. A third actor involved into this process is the \supervisor" of
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the analyst in the sense of someone supporting the analyst in di�erent

modeling tasks, providing him with expert methodological knowledge

and framing his activity.

We will focus our attention on this second decision aiding process where

four actors are involved: the ISD manager (background client), the GISD (or

team of analysts) as domain experts and client (keep in mind their peculiar

position of clients and analysts at the same time), the MCDA/SE unit as

analyst and the supervisor.

A �rst advice of the analyst to the GISD was to negotiate a more speci�c

commitment with their client such that their task could be more precise and

better de�ned. After such a negotiation the frame of the GISD activity has

been the \technical assistance to the IS manager in a bid, concerning the

acquisition of a GIS for the company" and the speci�c task was to provide

a \technical evaluation" of the o�ers that were expected to be submitted.

For this purpose the GISD traced a decision aiding process outline where

the main activities to be performed were emphasized besides the timing and

submitted it to their client (see Figure 1). A call for tenders was therefore

established and used in order to obtain some speci�c o�ers. At this point it

is important to notice the following.

1. The call for tenders concerned the acquisition of some hundreds of

software licenses, plus (possibly) the hardware platforms on which such

software was expected to run, the whole budget being several millions

of euros. From a �nancial point of view it represented a large stake for

the company and a high level of responsibility for the decision makers.

2. From a procedural point of view the administration of a bid of this

type is delegated to a committee which in this case included the IS

manager, the AQ manager, a delegate of the CEO and a lawyer of

the legal sta�. Under such a perspective the task of the GISD (and

of the decision aiding process) was to provide the IS manager with

a \global" technical evaluation of the o�ers which could be used in

the negotiations with the AQ manager (inside the committee) and the

suppliers (outside the committee).

3. As already noticed before, the bid concerned not ready made soft-

ware, but an assembly of existing modules of GIS software which was

expected to be used in order to create ad-hoc software for the speci�c

company's necessities. This generated two di�culties:
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- evaluating a priori the software behaviour and its performance wi-

thout being able to test it on speci�c company's cases;

- the timing of the evaluation (including the testing of the o�ers) could

be extremely long compared with the rapidity of technological evolu-

tion of this type of software.

Bid Start

Preparation 
of call for 
tenders

Client desired 
environment 

study

Methodology 
study

First 
Selection

Call for tenders 
answer 

preparation

Definition of 
requirements, 

points of view & 
decision problem

Problem 
Formulation

Make invitation letter

Call for tenders

First set of answers 
from suppliers

Tender 
preparation

Completion of 
decision model 

for second 
selection

Completion of decision 
model for ranking: 

definition of criteria & 
aggregation procedure

Lab preparation 
for prototype 

evaluation

Invitation 
letter

 Second selection

Second set of  
answers from  
suppliers

Definition of 
prototype 

requirements

Prototype 
Development

Prototype analysis; 
sorting & final ranking

Final Choice

Prototype 
Requirements

Prototypes 

  technical advisor

 client

  supplier

  advisor + client

Figure 1: The bid process

Once the call for tenders has been prepared (including the software re-

quirements sections, the tenders requirements section, the timing and eva-
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luation procedure) a set of o�ers has been presented to the company and the

technical evaluation activity has been settled. It is interesting to notice that

the GISD sta� in charge of this evaluation has been \supported" by some

external consultants, software engineering experts of the company's sector

and practically acting as delegates of the IS manager in the group. It is this

extended group that signed the �nal recommendation to the IS manager.

A second step in the decision aiding process has been the generation of

a problem formulation and of an evaluation model. Although we formally

consider the two as two distinct products of the process, in reality and in

this case speci�cally, they have been generated contemporaneously. We will

discuss in detail the problem formulation and the evaluation model in the

next section, but we can anticipate that the �nal formulation consisted of an

absolute evaluation of the o�ers under a set of points of view which could

be divided in two parts: the \quality evaluation" and the \performance

evaluation". Although the set of alternatives was relatively small (only six

alternatives have been considered), the set of attributes was extremely com-

plex (as often happens in software evaluation). Actually the basic evaluation

dimensions were seven, expanded in an hierarchy with 134 leaves resulting

in 183 evaluation nodes.

A third and �nal step of the decision aiding process has been the ela-

boration of the �nal recommendation after all the necessary information for

the evaluation had been obtained and the evaluation performed. We will

discuss in detail such a construction in the next section, but we can antici-

pate that such an elaboration put in evidence some questions (substantial

and methodological) which have not been considered before.

3 Decision Aiding

In the following we present the three products of the decision aiding process:

the problem formulation, the evaluation model and the �nal recommenda-

tion. We have to remind that the problem formulation and a �rst outline

of the evaluation model have been established while the call for tenders was

under elaboration for two reasons:

- for legal reasons an outline of the evaluation model has to be included into

the call for tenders;

- the evaluation model contains implicitly the software requirements of the

o�ers which on its turn de�nes which is the information the tenders have

to provide. For instance the call for tenders speci�ed that a prototype was
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asked in order to test some performances. The tenders therefore knew they

had to produce a prototype in a certain time. The choice to introduce some

tests is done during the de�nition of the evaluation model.

3.1 Problem Formulation

The set A was considered as the set of o�ers to be submitted after the

call for tenders. A �rst idea to evaluate the tenders, besides the o�ers, was

eliminated due to the particular technology where consolidated producers do

not exist. The set of points of view was de�ned using the technical knowledge

of the team of analysts and can be viewed in two basic sets. One concerning

\quality" including speci�c technical features required for the software plus

some ISO/IEC 9126 (1991) based dimensions and the second concerning the

performance of the o�ered software to be tested on prototypes. No cost

estimations were required by the client and so they were not considered in

this set.

The only point that engaged a discussion in the team of analysts about

the problem formulation was the problem statement �. After some discus-

sion the problem statement adopted was the one of an \absolute" evaluation

of the o�ers both on a disaggregated level and on a global one. Actually the

team of analysts interpreted the client's demand as a question of whether

the o�ers could be considered intrinsically \good", \bad", etc. and not to

compare bids among them. There were two reasons for this choice.

1. A simple ranking of the o�ers could conceal the fact that all of them

could be of a very poor quality or satisfy to a very low level the software

requirements. In other words it could happen that the best bid could

be \bad" and this was incompatible with the importance and cost of

the acquisition.

2. The team of analysts felt uncomfortable with the idea to compare

merits (or de-merits) of an o�er with merits (or de-merits) of another

o�er. A �rst informal discussion about the problem of compensation

convinced them to overcome this question by comparing the o�ers to

pro�les for which they had su�cient knowledge.

If we interpret the concept of measurement in a wide sense (compa-

ring the o�ers to pre-established pro�les can be viewed as a measurement

procedure) the result the team of analysts was looking for appeared to be

the conclusion of repeated aggregation of measures. Using the terminology

introduced by Roy (1996), the problem statement appeared to be an hie-

rarchically organized sorting of the o�ers, the sorting being repeated to all

levels of the hierarchy.
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As it will become more clear in the following, such a problem formulation

concerned essentially the \quality" points of view. When the client has been

faced with the de�nition of the �nal recommendation he decided to elaborate

a relative ranking to compare with the absolute evaluation. In fact, while

the client desired to know how the o�ers behaved with respect to the quality

requirements, he wanted to have some operational indications on hand (an

acquisition recommendation) to o�er to the ISD manager.

3.2 The Evaluation Model

The di�erent components of the evaluation model have been speci�ed in an

iterative way. In the following we present their de�nition as it occurred in

the decision aiding process.

The set of alternatives A� has been identi�ed as the set of o�ers legally

accepted by the company in reply to the call for tenders. No preliminary

screening of the o�ers was expected to be done. Although each o�er was

composed by di�erent modules and software components, they have been

considered as wholes.

The set of evaluation dimensions D was a complex hierarchy with seven

root nodes, 134 leaves and 183 nodes in total (the complete list is available

in Appendix B). The key idea was that each node of the hierarchy was an

evaluation model itself for which the evaluation dimensions to aggregate

and the aggregation procedure had to be de�ned. The whole hierarchy of

nodes was subject to extensive discussion before arriving at a �nal version.

Basically two elements have been considered in such a discussion:

- the separability of each sub-dimension with respect to the parent node, in

the sense that each sub-node should be able to discriminate alone the o�ers

with respect to the evaluation considered on the parent level;

- the presence of redundant nodes at the same level of evaluation in the

sense of nodes carrying practically the same information about the features

of the o�ers.

Before carrying on the de�nition of the model associated with each node,

the problem of the aggregation procedure has been faced since it could in-

uence the construction of such models. In our case the presence of ordinal

information in almost all leaves and the problem statement which required

a \repeated sorting" of the o�ers, oriented the team of analysts to choose an

aggregation procedure based on the ELECTRE TRI method (see Yu Wei,

1992; see also appendix A for a detailed presentation of the procedure). At

this point the team was ready to de�ne for all nodes their speci�c evaluation

models. In particular we had the following cases.

1. For all leave nodes an ordinal scale has been established. The avai-
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lable technical knowledge consisted of di�erent possible \states" in

which an o�er could �nd itself. For instance consider the leave nodes

1.1.1 (type of presentation on the user interface in the land-base ma-

nagement), 1.1.2 (graphic engine of the user interface in the land-base

management), 1.1.3 (customization of the user interface in the land-

base management). The possible states on these characteristics were:

1.1.1: standard graphics (SG), non standard graphics (NSG);

1.1.2: station M (M; graphic engine already adopted in other software

used in the company), other acceptable graphic engine (OA), other

non acceptable graphic engine (ON);

1.1.3: availability of a graphic tool (T), availability of an advanced

graphic language (E), availability of a standard programming language

(S), no customization available (N). In this case di�erent possible com-

binations were possible (for instance T,E,S means availability of a gra-

phic tool, an advanced graphic language and a standard programming

language).

The three ordinal scales associated with the three nodes have been (>

representing the scale order):

1.1.1: SG > NSG;

1.1.2: M > OA > ON;

1.1.3: T,E,S > T,E > T,S > T > E,S > E > S > N.

2. For all parent nodes a brief descriptive text of what the node was

expected to evaluate was provided. All parent nodes were equipped

with the same number of classes: unacceptable (U), acceptable (A),

good (G), very good (VG), excellent (E). Then two possibilities for

de�ning the relationship between the values on the sub-nodes and the

values on the parent nodes were established.

2.1 When possible, an exhaustive combination of the values of the

sub-nodes was provided. For instance consider node 1.1 (user

interface of the land-base management) which has as sub-nodes

the three evaluation models introduced previously. In this case

we have the following evaluation model:

- E: (T,E,S),M,SG or (T,E),M,SG or (T,S),M,SG;

- VG: T,M,SG or (T,E,S),OA,SG or (T,E),OA,SG or (T,S),OA,SG;

- G: T,OA,SG or (E,S),M,SG or E,M,SG;

- A: all remaining cases except the unacceptable;

- U: all cases where 1.1.1 is NSG, or 1.1.2 is ON, or 1.1.3 is N.

2.2 When an exhaustive combination of the values was impossible

an ELECTRE TRI procedure was used. For this purpose the
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following information was requested:

- relative importance of the di�erent sub-nodes;

- concordance threshold for the establishment of the outranking

relation among the o�ers and the pro�les;

- veto condition on the sub-node such that the value on the parent

node could be limited (possibly unacceptable).

The relative importance of the sub-nodes and the concordance thre-

shold have been established using a reasoning about coalitions. In

other terms the team of analysts established which were the charac-

teristics of the sub-nodes for which an o�er could be considered as a

very good o�er (therefore should outrank the very good pro�le) and

consequently compared the values of the relative importance parame-

ters and of the concordance threshold. The veto condition has been

established as the presence of the value \unacceptable" to a sub-node.

The presence of a veto had the e�ect to produce an \unacceptable"

value also at the level of the parent node. In other words the team

of analysts considered any \unacceptable" value as a severe technical

limit of the o�er. The reader may notice that this is a very strong

notion of veto among the ones used in the outranking based sorting

procedures, but it was the one with which the team of analysts felt

comfortable at the moment of the construction of the evaluation mo-

del. The team of analysts also used to establish very high concordance

thresholds (never less than 80%, very often around 90%) which results

in a very severe evaluation. Such a choice reected the conviction of

at least a part of the team of analysts that very strong reasons were

necessary in order to qualify an o�er as very good. Since the whole

model was calibrated beginning from the very good value, this convic-

tion had wider e�ects than the team of analysts could consider.

As an example for the de�nition of the importance parameters, we can

take the node 1 (land-base management) which has eight sub-nodes:

1.1: User interface;

1.2: Functionality;

1.3: Development environment;

1.4: Administration tools;

1.5: Work ow connection;

1.6: Interoperability;

1.7: Integration between land-base products and the Spatial Data ma-

nager;

1.8: Integration among land-base products;
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The relative importance parameters were established as follows: (1.1):4,

(1.2):8, (1.3):5, (1.4):4, (1.5):1, (1.6):4, (1.7):8, (1.8):2 and the concor-

dance threshold has been �xed as 29/36 (around 0.8). Such choices

reect the conviction that no coalition was acceptable excluding the

nodes 1.2 or 1.7, and that the smallest acceptable coalition should ne-

cessarily include the nodes 1.2, 1.7, 1.3 and any two among the nodes

1.1, 1.4 and 1.6.

3. As already mentioned, the set of dimensions was built around two ba-

sic points of view which were the \quality" and the \performances".

The �rst generated six evaluation dimensions which will be called he-

reafter the \quality attributes" or \quality criteria" or \quality part of

the hierarchy" corresponding to six (among seven) of the root nodes

of the model. The seventh root node (node 7, sub-nodes 7.1, 7.2, 7.3,

7.4) concerned the evaluation of the performances of the prototypes

submitted to some tests by the team of analysts. Such performances

were basically measured in the necessary time to execute a set of spe-

ci�c tasks under certain conditions and with some external parameters

�xed.

For instance consider the node 7.3 (performance under load). The

dimension is expected to evaluate the performance of the prototype as

the quantity of data that have to be elaborated increases. The value

v(x) (x being an o�er) combined an observed measure Wx(t) and an

interpolated one Tx(t) (t representing the data load, the interpolation

being not necessarily linear). The combination is obtained in this case

through the following formula:

v(x) =

Z
Wx(t)Tx(t)dt

However, in this case there are no external pro�les to which compare

the performances because the prototypes are created ad-hoc, the te-

chnology was quite new and there were no standards of what a \very

good" performance could be. An ordinal scale has been created in this

case considering the best performances as \�rst", all performances pre-

senting a di�erence of more than 5% and less than 20% \second", all

performances presenting a di�erence of more than 20% and less than

25% \third", all performances presenting a di�erence of more than

25% and less than 50% \fourth" and all performances presenting a

di�erence of more than 50% \�fth". The same model has been ap-

plied to all sub-nodes of the node 7. A sorting procedure could then

be established in order to obtain the �nal evaluation.
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This process has been repeated for all the intermediate nodes up to the

seven root nodes representing the seven basic evaluation dimensions. Such a

process took four to �ve months before all the nodes were equipped with their

evaluation model and generated several discussions in the team of analysts

mainly of technical nature (concerning the speci�c contents of the values on

each node). The most discussed concept of the model was the concordance

threshold and the veto condition since part of the team considered that

the required levels were extremely severe. However, since such an approach

corresponded to a cautious attitude, it �nished to prevail in the team and

�nally has been accepted. The length of the process is justi�ed not only

by the quantity of nodes to de�ne, but also because the team of analysts

for each node was obliged to de�ne a new measurement scale and a precise

measurement aggregation procedure. Although this process can be often

quali�ed as \subjective measurement", it was the only way to obtain some

meaningful values for the o�ers.

The set of criteria to be used, in case a preference aggregation was reque-

sted comparing the alternatives among them, was de�ned as the seven root

nodes equipped with a simple preference model: the weak order induced by

the ordinal scale associated with each of these nodes.

No exogenous uncertainty was considered in the evaluation model. The

information provided by the tenders concerning their o�ers was considered as

reliable and the use of ordinal scales avoided the problems of imprecision or of

measurement errors. This reasoning, however, is less true as far as the node

7 and its sub-nodes are concerned, but the team of analysts felt su�ciently

con�dent with the tests and did not analyze further the problem. On the

other hand some endogenous uncertainty appeared as soon as the model

was put into practice (the o�ers being available). We shall discuss more in

details this problem in the next section (concerning the elaboration of the

�nal recommendation), but we can anticipate that the problem was created

by the \double" evaluation provided by the ELECTRE TRI aggregation

type adopted, consisting of an \optimistic" and a \pessimistic" evaluation

which may not necessarily coincide.

The evaluation model has been coded in a formal document which has

been submitted (and explained) to the �nal client receiving his consensus.

It is worth notice that the �nal client as such was not able to participate to

the elaboration of the model (technical details, parameters establishment,

etc.). Part of the team of analysts (some of the external consultants) were

acting as his delegates. The establishment of the evaluation model and its

acceptance by the client opened the way for its application on the set of

o�ers received and for the elaboration of the �nal recommendation.
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3.3 The �nal recommendation

The evaluation of the six o�ers, which were submitted after the call for

tenders, has been elaborated in two main steps. The �rst one consisting

of evaluating the six \quality attributes", and the second one consisting of

testing the prototypes provided by the tenders.

A speci�c problem which raised in the �rst step was the generation of

uncertainty due to the aggregation procedure. The ELECTRE TRI type

procedure adopted produces an interval evaluation consisting of a lower va-

lue (the pessimistic evaluation) and an upper value (the optimistic evalua-

tion). When an alternative has a pro�le on the sub-nodes which is very

di�erent from the pro�les of the classes on the parent node then, due to

the incomparabilities that occur comparing the alternative to the pro�les,

it may happen that the two values do not coincide (see more details in Ap-

pendix A). If the user of the model is not able to choose one of the two

evaluations in an hierarchical aggregation, this can be a problem since at

the next aggregation, the sub-nodes may have evaluations expressed on an

interval. For this purpose the following procedure has been adopted. Two

distinct aggregations were done, one where the lower values were used and

the other one where the upper values were used. Each of these may produce

on its turn a lower value and an upper value. At the next aggregation step

the lowest of the two lower values and the highest of the two upper values

are used. This is a cautious attitude and has the drawback to widen the

intervals as the aggregation goes up the hierarchy. However, in the speci�c

case this e�ect did not occur and the �nal result on the six dimensions is

presented in Table 1 (in the following we will represent with Ci the criteria

and with Oi the alternatives).

O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6

C1 A-A G-G A-VG A-G G-VG A-A

C2 A-A G-VG A-VG A-VG G-G A-G

C3 A-A G-G A-VG G-G A-A A-A

C4 A-G G-VG A-VG G-VG A-VG A-G

C5 U-U G-VG G-G A-G G-VG U-U

C6 A-A VG-VG E-E VG-VG G-G VG-VG

Table 1: The values of the alternatives on the six quality criteria.

Another modi�cation introduced in the aggregation procedure concerned

the use of the veto concept. As already mentioned, in the evaluation model
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a strong veto concept has been used such that the presence of an \unaccep-

table" on any node (among the ones endowed with such veto power) could

result in a global \unacceptable" value. However, during the evaluation of

the o�ers weaker concepts of veto appeared necessary. The idea was that

certain values could have a \limitation" e�ect of the type: \if an o�er has

the value x on a son node then cannot be more than y on the parent node".

The results on the node 7 concerning the performances of the prototypes

are presented in Table 2. We remind that such a result is an ordinal scale

obtained by aggregating the four scales de�ned as explained in the previous

section. Therefore it could be considered more as a ranking than as an

absolute evaluation. For this reason the team of analysts decided to use

such an attribute only in order to rank the di�erent o�ers after their sorting

obtained using the six quality attributes. The team of analysts experimented

three di�erent aggregation scenarios for this purpose corresponding to three

di�erent hypothesis about the importance of the performance attribute.

O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6

C7 A-A G-G G-G A-A E-E A-A

Table 2: The values of the alternatives on the performance criterion.

1. The performance attribute is considered equivalent to the set of the six

quality attributes. This scenario represents the idea that the tests on

the software performances correspond to the only \real" or \objective"

measurement of the o�ers, and therefore it should be viewed as a vali-

dation of the result obtained through the subjective measurement done

on the six quality attributes. The aggregation procedure consisted of

using the six quality attributes as criteria equipped with a weak order.

Since the evaluations on some of the six attributes were under the form

of an interval, an extended ordinal scale was de�ned in order to induce

the weak order: E > VG > G�V G > G > A�V G > A�G > A > U .

The importance parameters are (1.):2, (2.):2, (3.):4, (4.):1, (5.):4, (6.):2

and the concordance threshold is 12/15 (0.8). The six orders are the

following:

- O5 > O2 > O3 > O4 > O1; O6;

- O2 > O5 > O3 > O4 > O6 > O1;

- O2 > O4 > O3 > O5; O1; O6;
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- O2; O4 > O3; O5 > O1; O6;

- O2; O5 > O3; O4 > O1; O6;

- O3 > O2 > O6; O4 > O5 > O1.

The �nal result is presented in Table 3. Ranking (in this and the two

following) has been obtained testing both \net ow" and \repeated

choice" procedures (see Vincke, 1992a). The �nal ranking (it was the

same for both procedures) is given in Figure 2a (it is worth notice

that the indi�erence obtained in the �nal ranking corresponds to in-

comparabilities obtained at the aggregation step). An intersection was

therefore done with the ranking obtained on the node 7. resulting in

a �nal ranking reported in Figure 2b

O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6

O1 1 0 0 0 0 0

O2 1 1 1 1 1 1

O3 1 0 1 0 0 1

O4 1 0 0 1 0 1

O5 1 0 0 0 1 1

O6 1 0 0 0 0 1

Table 3: The outranking relation aggregating the six quality criteria.
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Figure 2a: The �nal ranking using the six quality criteria.

Figure 2b: The �nal ranking as intersection of the six quality criteria

and the performance criterion.

2. The performance attribute is considered of secondary importance, to

be used in order to distinguish among the alternatives assigned in the

same class using the six quality attributes. In other words the main

evaluation to be considered was the one using the six quality attribu-

tes and the performance evaluation was only a supplement enabling

an eventual further distinction. Such an approach considered the per-

formance evaluation of low con�dence and did not want to assign a

high importance to it. A lexicographic aggregation has been therefore

applied using the six quality criteria as in the previous scenario and

applying the criterion performance to the equivalence classes of the

global ranking. The �nal ranking is O2 > O5 > O3 > O4 > O6 > O1.

3. A third approach consisted of considering the seven attributes as seven

criteria to be aggregated in order to obtain a �nal ranking assigning

them a reasoned importance parameter. The idea was that while the

client could be interested in having the absolute evaluation of the o�ers
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(result obtainable only using the six quality attributes), he could also

be interested by a ranking of the alternatives which could help him in

the �nal choice. Under such a point of view the absolute evaluations

on the six quality attributes have been transformed in rankings as in

the �rst scenario adding the seventh attribute as a seventh criterion.

The seven weak orders are the following:

- O5 > O2 > O3 > O4 > O1; O6;

- O2 > O5 > O3 > O4 > O6 > O1;

- O2 > O4 > O3 > O5; O1; O6;

- O2; O4 > O3; O5 > O1; O6;

- O2; O5 > O3; O4 > O1; O6;

- O3 > O2 > O6; O4 > O5 > O1;

- O5 > O2; O3 > O4; O6; O1.

The importance parameters are (1.):2, (2.):2, (3.):4, (4.):1, (5.):4,

(6.):2, (7.):4 and the concordance threshold 16/19 (more than 0.8).

The �nal result is reported in Table 4.

O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6

O1 1 0 0 0 0 0

O2 1 1 1 1 0 1

O3 1 0 1 0 0 1

O4 1 0 0 1 0 1

O5 1 0 0 0 1 1

O6 1 0 0 0 0 1

Table 4: The outranking relation aggregating the seven criteria.

The �nal ranking, using net ow procedure was: O2 > O5 > O3; O4 >

O6 > O1, while using repeated choice procedure was: O2; O5 >

O3; O4 > O6 > O1. The net ow result was �nally adopted because

it provided a single winner.

Finally and after some discussions with the client the third scenario has

been adopted and used as the �nal result. The two basic reasons were:

- while it was meaningful to interpret the ordinal measures on the six qua-

lity attributes as weak orders representing the client's preferences, it was

not meaningful to translate the weak order obtained on the performance

attribute as an ordinal measure of the o�ers;

- the �rst and second scenario, implicitly adopted two extreme positions
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concerning the importance of the performance attribute which correspond

to two di�erent \philosophies" present in the team of analysts, but not to

the client's perception of the problem. The importance parameters and the

concordance threshold adopted in the �nal version allowed to de�ne a com-

promise among these two extreme positions expressed during the decision

aiding process.

In fact, an importance parameter of 4 is associated to the performance

criterion which, combined with the concordance threshold of 16/19, implies

that it is impossible to an alternative to outrank another if its value on the

performance criterion is worst (and this satis�ed the part of the team of

analysts who considered the performance criterion as a critical evaluation

of the o�ers). On the other hand, giving a regular importance parameter to

the performance criterion avoided the extreme situation in which all other

evaluations could be irrelevant. The �nal ranking obtained respects this

idea and the outranking table allowed all members of the team of analysts

to understand it.

A �nal question which appeared while the �nal recommendation was

elaborated was whether it could be possible to provide a numerical repre-

sentation to the values obtained by the o�ers and to the �nal ranking. Soon

it was clear that the question originated from the will of the �nal client to

be able to negotiate with the AQ manager on a monetary basis since it was

expected that (s)he would introduce the cost dimension in the �nal decision.

For this purpose an appendix was included in the �nal recommendation

where the following was emphasized:

- it is possible to give a numerical representation to both the ordinal mea-

surement obtained using the six quality attributes and to the �nal ranking

obtained using the seven criteria, but it was meaningless to use such a nu-

merical representation in order to establish implicit or explicit tradeo�s with

a cost criterion;

- it is possible to compare the result with a cost criterion following two pos-

sible approaches:

1.) either induce an ordinal scale from the cost criterion and then, using an

ordinal aggregation procedure, construct a �nal choice (then the negotiation

should concentrate on de�ning the importance parameters, the thresholds

etc.);

2.) or establish a value function of the client using one of the usual protocols

available in the literature in order to obtain the tradeo�s among the quality

evaluations, the performance evaluations and the cost criterion (then the

negotiation should concentrate on such a value function);

- the team of analysts was available to conduct also this part of the decision
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aid process in the case the client desired it.

The �nal client was very satis�ed with the �nal recommendation and

was also able to understand the reply about the numerical representation.

However, he decided to conduct personally the negotiations with the AQ

manager and so the team of analysts terminated its task with the delivery

of the �nal recommendation.

4 Discussion

Some months after the conclusion of the process and the delivery of the �nal

report, we asked to our client (the team of analysts) to discuss with us their

experience and to answer some questions concerning the methodology used,

how they perceived it, what did they learn and what was their appreciation.

The discussion was conducted in a very informal way, but the client provided

us with some written remarks which were also reported during a conference

presentation (see Fiammengo et al., 1997)

This section is partly based on this discussion and remarks, besides our

personal reection on our experience.

4.1 The process

From the presentation of the process we can make the following observations.

1. It was extremely important for our client (the team of analysts) to

understand his role in the process, what his client (the ISD manager)

expected from them and what they were able to provide. In fact the

problem situation at the beginning of the process was absolutely not

clear. Moreover our client considered extremely relevant to be able to

understand which were the expectations of the other actors involved

in the process both for strategic reasons (having to do with organiza-

tional problems of the company) and operational reasons (recommend

something reliable in a clear and sound way for all the actors involved

in the bid).

Reporting the client's remarks: \....MCDA was very useful in orga-

nizing the overall process and structure of the bids evaluation: which

were the important steps to do, how to de�ne the call for tenders,....",

\....MCDA was used in background for the whole decision process. Un-

der such a perspective it turned out to be very useful because every ac-

tivity had a justi�cation....", \....as a formal process MCDA guaran-

teed greater control and transparency to the process....", \A complex
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process, like a bid, could be greatly eased by the usage of any process

centered methodology."

It is the last sentence which clearly puts emphasizes the necessity for

the client to have a support along the whole process and for all its

aspects, which could be able to take into account what in the decision

process was happening. We actually agree with their comment that

\any process centered methodology could be useful", and we consider

that their positive perception of MCDA depends on the fact that it

was the �rst decision aiding approach process oriented they came in

knowledge. Two other points seem to be also relevant.

2. Justi�cation. As already reported the client considered the approach

as useful because \every activity was justi�ed". A major concern for

people involved into complex decision processes is to be able to justify

their behaviour, recommendations and decisions towards a director, a

superior in the company's hierarchy, an inspector, a committee, etc.

Such a justi�cation applies both to how a speci�c result has been

obtained and to how the whole evaluation has been conducted.

For instance, in our case, the choice of the �nal aggregation was justi-

�ed by a speci�c attitude towards the two basic evaluation \points of

view": the technical information and the performance of the prototy-

pes. For our client to be able to recognize the correspondence between

an aggregation procedure and an operational attitude was extremely

important because it allowed them to better argue against the possible

objections of their client.

3. Formality. Again we recall the client's remarks: \....as a formal appro-

ach MCDA generated greater control and transparency....". Complex

decision processes are based on human interactions and these are ba-

sed on the intrinsic ambiguity of human communication (which for

this reason is very e�cient). However, such an ambiguity may result

in an impossibility to understand and ultimately to propose viable so-

lutions. Moreover when important stakes are considered (as in our

case), decision makers may consider dangerous to make a decision wi-

thout having a clear idea of the consequences of their acts. The use

of a formal approach enables to reduce ambiguity (without completely

eliminating it) and thus appears to be an important support to the

decision process.
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4.2 The information

Despite the fact we had a large amount of information to handle in our

model the case did not present any exogenous uncertainty since the client

considered the basic data and its judgments as reliable and felt con�dent

with them. However, some remarks are possible.

1. The basic information available was of the type \subjective ordinal

measurement". With this term we want to indicate that each alter-

native could be described by a vector of 134 elementary information

which were in the large majority either subjective evaluations of ex-

perts (mostly part of the analyst team, our client) of the type \good",

\acceptable", etc., or descriptions of the type \operational system X",

\compatible with graphic engine Y", etc. The latter were expressed in

nominal scales, while the former were expressed in ordinal scales. It

was almost impossible that the experts could be able to give more in-

formation than such an order and was exactly such type of information

which pushed the client to look for another evaluation model instead of

the usual weighted sum widely di�used in software evaluation manuals

and standards (see ISO/IEC 9126, 1991 and IEEE, 1992).

2. The length of the evaluation process was such that the information

available at the beginning of the process could be no more valid at the

end of it. This was partly due to the very rapid evolution of the GIS

technology which in six months could completely innovate the state of

the art. Another observation done by part of the team of analysts was

that towards the end of the process due to the knowledge acquired in

this period (mainly due to the process itself), they could revise some of

their judgments. Actually the length of the evaluation was considered

as a negative critical issue in the client's remarks.

The �nal report did not consider any revision to the evaluations since

in the context of a call for tenders, it could be considered unfair to

modify the evaluations just before the �nal recommendation.

We consider that this is a critical issue for decision support and deci-

sion aiding processes. Information is valid only for a limited period of

time, and consequently the same is true for all evaluations based on

such information. Moreover the client himself may revise or update

his perception of the information and modify his judgments. This is

rarely considered in decision aiding methodologies. While for relati-

vely short decision aiding processes the problem may be irrelevant, it

is sure that in long processes such a problem cannot be neglected and

requires a speci�c consideration.
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3. As already mentioned no exogenous uncertainty was imported in the

model. However, as reported in section 3 some endogenous uncertainty

was created due to the interval evaluation provided by the speci�c

aggregation procedure and the client's unwillingness to choose one

of the two values each time. The client was keen to consider the

pessimistic and optimistic evaluation as bounds of the \real" value, but

there was no uncertainty distribution on the interval. The problem has

been handled in an ad-hoc way (as reported in section 3). We consider

however, that the problem of interval evaluation on ordinal scales is

an open theoretical problem which deserves more consideration in the

future (very little is available in the literature to our knowledge: see

Roubens and Vincke, 1985; Vincke, 1988; Pirlot and Vincke; 1997,

Tsouki�as and Vincke, 1999).

4. Obtaining the information was not a di�cult task, but a time consu-

ming process and required the establishment of an ad-hoc procedure

during the process (see �gure 1).

We consider that this is also a critical issue in a decision aiding process.

Often gathering and obtaining the relevant information for a decision

aiding model is considered as a second level activity and therefore ne-

glected from further speci�c considerations. But it can be a problem

such to invalidate the problem formulation adopted if not solved. Mo-

reover the information used in an evaluation model results from the

manipulation of the rough information available at the beginning of the

process. We can consider that the information is constructed during

the decision aiding process and cannot be viewed as a simple input.

4.3 The model

As already mentioned in section 3, the evaluation model used in this case

has been the result of a long process of interactions among the members

of the team of analysts (our client) and the analysts (ourselves). Some

considerations follow.

1. The model was structured around a complex hierarchy of \attribu-

tes", generally transformed into criteria through the introduction of a

preference model associated to them. This is a typical situation in soft-

ware evaluation (see Blin and Tsouki�as, 1999; Stamelos and Tsouki�as,

1998). The process of de�ning such an hierarchy emphasized two key

issues:

- the choice of the attributes to use;

- the semantics of each attribute.
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With respect to the �rst issue, a usual attitude of technical committees

in charge to evaluate complex objects (as in our case) is to de�ne an

\excellence list" where every possible aspect of the object is conside-

red. Such a list is generally provided by the literature, the experience,

international standards, etc. The result is that such a list is an ab-

stract collection of attributes independent from the speci�c problem on

the hand, thus containing redundancies and conceptual dependencies

which can invalidate the evaluation. Our client was aware of the pro-

blem, but had no knowledge and tool that could enable him to simplify

and reduce the �rst version of the list they had de�ned. The repeated

use of a coherence test (in the sense of Roy and Bouyssou, 1993) for

each intermediate node of the hierarchy allowed to eliminate a signi�-

cant amount of redundant and dependent attributes (more than 30%)

and to better understand the semantics of each attribute used.

The coherence test was performed on a discoursive basis of the type:

\consider a set of son nodes and choose arbitrarily one, then ask:

does a di�erence of value on this node enables to discriminate two

alternatives ceteris paribus"? If the answer is YES then the son node

can be considered relevant, f the answer is NO then the son node is

presumably irrelevant and the whole model of the parent node has to

be discussed.

Despite this work, the client, in their ex-post considerations, wrote:

\....it was not necessary to be so detailed in the evaluation; the whole

process could be faster because we needed the software for a due date;

it could be preferable to use a limited number of criteria....". On the

other hand it is also true that it is only after the process that the client

was able to determine which were the e�ectively signi�cant criteria

which discriminated among the alternatives.

With respect to the second issue, we pushed the client to provide us

with a short description of each attribute and when a preference model

was associated to it, a short description of the model (why a certain

value was considered better than another). Such an approach helped

the client both to eliminate redundancies (before using the coherence

test which is time consuming) and to better understand the contents

of the evaluation model. For instance at a certain time of the hierarchy

de�nition process there has been a discussion about some attributes

which could be considered as leaves as well as the �nal level of the hie-

rarchy. Those were the so-called \process attributes", i.e., they were

intended to evaluate special functionality inside di�erent processes (in

this context \process" means a chunk of functionality aiming at sup-
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porting a stream of activities of a software). In fact one can consider

a process attribute (at the �nal level) and then subdivide it in quality

aspects, or alternatively consider single independent quality aspects

whose evaluation depends on how the process attribute is considered.

The �nal choice was to put process attributes to the �nal level because

they were coming out immediately from the evaluation scope.

Such an activity helped also the client to realize that for almost all the

intermediate nodes of the hierarchy they needed an absolute evaluation

of the alternatives, thus implicitly de�ning the problem statement of

the model.

2. An important discussion with the client was the distinction between

measures and preferences. As already reported the basic information

consisted either of observations concerning the o�ers (expressed in no-

minal scales), or of expert judgments (expressed in ordinal scales of

value of the type \good", \acceptable", etc.). All the intermediate

nodes were expected to provide information of the second type. Cle-

arly all nominal scales had to be translated into ordinal, associating a

preference model on the elements of the nominal scale of the attribute.

Under such a perspective it was important for the client to understand

on what they were expressing their preferences. Actually the client did

not compare the alternatives among them, but to a-priori de�ned (by

the client) standards of \good", \acceptable", etc. When preferences

were asked to be formulated, they concerned the elements of the nomi-

nal scales and not the alternatives themselves. The preference among

the alternatives was expected to be induced once the alternatives could

be \measured" by the attributes.

Under a certain point of view we can claim that, except for the �nal

aggregation level, the client needed to aggregate ordinal measures and

not preferences (in the sense of pairwise comparisons of the alternati-

ves). Such an observation greatly helped the client to understand the

nature and scope of the evaluation model and ultimately de�ne the

problem statement of the model. Moreover the discussion on the di�e-

rent typologies of measurement scales helped the client to understand

the problem of choosing an appropriate aggregation procedure.

3. The client greatly appreciated his involvement in the establishment

of the evaluation model which turned out to be a product considered

of their ownership (from their ex-post remarks: \....this (the invol-

vement) turned out to be important....for the acceptability of the eva-

luation results"). The fact that each node of the hierarchy has been
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discussed, analyzed and �nally de�ned by the team of analysts (our

client) allowed them to understand what were the consequences for

the global level. It enabled them also to explain the contents of the

model to their client and justify the �nal result on grounds of their

own knowledge and experience and not on the procedure adopted.

In other words we can claim that the model was validated during its

construction. Such an approach helped both the acceptability of the

model and the �nal result, eased the discussion when the question of

the �nal aggregation was settled, and de�nitely legitimated the model

to the eyes of our client and of their client.

4.4 The method

The method adopted in this case study in order to aggregate the information

and construct the �nal evaluations was a variant of the ELECTRE TRI

procedure (see Yu, 1992; see also Appendix A). On the use of such a method

we have the following remarks.

1. The key parameters used in the method are the pro�les (to which the

alternatives are compared in order to be classi�ed in a speci�c class),

the importance of each single criterion for each parent criterion classi�-

cation, and the concepts of concordance threshold and veto condition.

For each intermediate node, such parameters have been extensively

discussed before reaching a precise numerical representation. As alre-

ady mentioned in section 3, the relative importance of each criterion

and the concordance threshold have been established using the reaso-

ning based on the identi�cation of the \winning coalitions", enabling

the outranking relation to hold. Under this point of view such impor-

tance parameters do not convey any value information, but just help

to de�ne when a global preference holds or not. The veto condition

was initially perceived as a theoretical possibility of no practical use

(mainly due to its very severe restrictions), but very soon the client

realized its importance, mainly when it was necessary to get an in-

comparability instead of an indi�erence which was a counterintuitive

situation when very di�erent objects were compared. Further on and

as soon as the veto conditions have been understood by the client,

they decided to introduce such a concept all the times they wanted to

distinguish between positive reasons (for the establishment of the ou-

tranking relation) and negative reasons (against the establishment of

the outranking relation), since they are not necessarily complementary

and have to be evaluated in a separate and independent way.
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The pro�les have been established using the knowledge of the team

of analysts (experts on their domain) which were able to identify the

minimal requirements in order to qualify an object in a certain class.

It is interesting to notice that the intuitive idea of a pro�le for the

client was the one of a typical object of a class and not of the lower

bound. However, the shift from the intuitive idea to the one used in

the case study was immediate and presented no problems. Remain the

fact that the distinction among the two concepts of pro�le is crucial,

while the lower bound approach appears to be less intuitive than the

typical element one.

2. The whole method (and the model) was implemented on a spreadsheet.

This was of great importance because spreadsheets are a basic tool for

communication and work in all companies and enable an immediate

understanding of the results. Moreover, they enable on-line what-

if operations when speci�c problems, concerning precise information

and/or evaluation, appeared during the discussions inside the team of

analysts. The experimental validation of the model was greatly eased

by the use of the spreadsheet.

Further on it helped the acceptability and legitimation of the model

through the idea that \if it can be implemented on a spreadsheet it is

su�ciently simple and easy to be used by our company". In fact some

of the critics of the client about the approach adopted in this case were

that \....MCDA is not yet an universally known method....", \....se-

ems less intuitive than other well known techniques as the weighted

sum...", \....it is time consuming to apply a new methodology....", all

these problems limiting the acceptability of the methodology towards

the client of our client and the company, more generally. Being able to

implement the method and the model on a spreadsheet was, for them,

a demonstration that, although new, complex and apparently less in-

tuitive the method was simple and easy and therefore legitimately used

in the decision process.

3. It is sure that there was space (but no time) to experiment more

variants and methods as far as the aggregation procedure and the

construction of the �nal recommendation were concerned. Valued

relations, valued similarity relations, interval comparisons using ex-

tended preference structures, dynamic assignment of alternatives to

classes and other innovative techniques were considered too \new" by

the client who considered already as a revolution (compared with the

company's standards) the use of an approach di�erent from the usual
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grid and weighted sum. To their eyes, the fact to be able to aggre-

gate in a correct and meaningful way the ordinal information available

was more than satisfactory as they report in their ex-post remarks:

\....pointed out that it was not necessary to always use ratio scales

and weighted sums, as we thought in advance, but that it was possible

to use judgments and aggregate them....".

5 Conclusion

In this paper we extensively present and discuss a real world application of

MCDA in the domain of software evaluation. The problem was to support

an analysis team in following a call for tenders for the acquisition of a GIS,

such an acquisition representing an important stake for the company.

The paper presents the whole decision aiding process, the actors and

the objects included in the process, besides the main products of such an

activity:

- a recognition of the problem situation enabling more general recommen-

dation to how the process could be conducted and how the team of analysts

could participate;

- some problem formulations in order to better understand what the analy-

sts team was expected to provide to its client (a technical evaluation of the

o�ers to the bid, but including a value judgment of the type \good", \ac-

ceptable", etc.);

- an evaluation model suitable for the problem formulation previously adop-

ted, which implied an extensive work on the de�nition of the hierarchy of

attributes and the aggregation procedure to use;

- a �nal recommendation to the client of the team of analysts about the

o�ers considered in the bid.

On the basis of our experience and of some ex-post remarks provided

(informally) by our client. we present in the paper a discussion of the most

relevant issues (to our opinion) of the decision aiding process.

Such key issues include the usefulness of any process oriented decision

aiding approach in supporting the whole decision process of the client, the

importance of a clear understanding by the client of the model constructed,

the acceptability of the methodology in terms of easiness and simplicity,

the legitimation of the client in the process and of the analysts role, the

exibility in using speci�c tools (like aggregation procedures and their rela-

tive parameters) in a way which should combine correctness in manipulating

the information (formal meaningfulness) and clients understanding (clients

meaningfulness).
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Although our client appeared totally satis�ed by our collaboration and

the obtained results, we are sure that more and better was possible (as

always happen in such cases). But this has to do with our human limits.

Next time we will try better.
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Appendix A

The basic concepts adopted in the ELECTRE TRI type procedure used are

the following.

� A set A of alternatives ai, i = 1; � � � ; m.

� A set G of criteria gj , j = 1; � � � ; n. To each criterion gj a relative

importance wj is associated.

� Each criterion gj is equipped with an ordinal scale Ej with degrees el
j
,

l = 1; � � � ; k.

� A set P of pro�les ph, h = 1; � � � ; t, ph being a collection of degrees,

ph = heh1 ; � � � ; e
h
ni, such that if ehj belongs to pro�le ph, e

h+1
j cannot

belong to pro�le ph�1.

� A set C of categories c�, � = 1; � � � ; t+1, such that the pro�le ph is the

upper bound of category ch and the lower bound of category ch+1.

� An outranking relation S � A � P [ P � A, where s(x; y) should be

read as \x is at least as good as y".

� A set of preference relations hPj ; Iji for each criterion gj such that:

- 8x 2 A; Pj(x; e
h
j ) , gj(x) > ehj ,

- 8x 2 A; Pj(e
h
j ; x) , gj(x) < ehj ,

- 8x 2 A; Ij(x; e
h
j ) , gj(x) = ehj ,

> being induced by the ordinal scale associated with criterion gj .

The procedure works in two basic steps.

1. Establishment of the outranking relation on the basis of the following

rule:

s(x; y) , C(x; y)^:D(x; y)

where

8x 2 A; y 2 P : C(x; y) ,
X
j2G�

wj � c ^
X
j2G+

wj �
X
j2G�

wj
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8y 2 A; x 2 P : C(x; y) ,

(
X
j2G�

wj � c ^
X
j2G+

wj �
X
j2G�

wj) _
X
j2G+

wj >
X
j2G�

wj

8(x; y) 2 A� P [ P �A : :D(x; y) ,
X
j2G�

wj � d ^ 8gj :vj(x; y)

where

- G+ = fgj 2 G : Pj(x; y)g
- G� = fgj 2 G : Pj(y; x)g
- G= = fgj 2 G : Ij(x; y)g
- G� = G+ [G=

- c: the concordance threshold c 2 [0:5; 1]

- d: the discordance threshold d 2 [0; 1]

- c+ d 6= 1

- vj(x; y): veto, expressed on criterion gj , of y on x.

2. When the relation S is established, then assign any element ai on the

basis of the following rules.

2.1 pessimistic assignment

- ai is iteratively compared with pt � � �p1,
- as soon as is established s(ai; ph), then assign ai to category ch.

2.2 optimistic assignment

- ai is iteratively compared with p1 � � �pt,
- as soon as is established s(ph; ai)^:s(ai; ph), then assign ai to

category ch�1.

The pessimistic procedure �nds the pro�le for which the element is not

worst. The optimistic procedure �nds the pro�le against which the

element is surely worst. If the optimistic and pessimistic assignments

coincide, then no uncertainty exists for the assignment. Otherwise, an

uncertainty exists and should be considered by the user.
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Appendix B: list of attributes

1 LAND-BASE MANAGEMENT

1.1 User interface

1.1.1 Graphics type

1.1.2 Graphics engine adequacy

1.1.3 Interface personalization

1.2 Functionality

1.2.1 Availability

1.2.2 Adequacy

1.2.2.1 Planes analysis functions

1.2.2.2 Topological connectivity functions

1.2.2.3 Graphical rendering functions

1.3 Development environment

1.3.1 Libraries personalization

1.3.2 Development support tools

1.3.3 Debugging support tools

1.3.4 Code documentation

1.3.4.1 Documentation support tools

1.3.4.2 Code browsing

1.3.5 Documentation Quality

1.3.5.1 Completeness

1.3.5.2 Documentation support type

1.3.5.3 Information retrieval ease

1.3.5.4 Contextual help

1.4 Administration tools

1.4.1 User administration functions

1.4.2 Software con�guration management

1.4.3 Performance data collection

1.5 Work ow connection

1.6 Interoperability

1.7 Integration between Land-base products and the Spatial Data Manager

1.7.1 Vectorial data products integration

1.7.2 Descriptive data products integration

1.7.3 Raster data products integration

1.7.4 Digital Terrain Model products integration

1.8 Integration among Land-base products

1.8.1 Interfaces integration
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1.8.2 Data sharing

2 GEOMARKETING

2.1 User interface

2.1.1 Graphics type

2.1.2 Graphics engine adequacy

2.1.3 Interface personalization

2.2 Functionality

2.2.1 Availability

2.2.2 Adequacy

2.2.2.1 Planes analysis functions

2.2.2.2 Graphical rendering functions

2.3 Development environment

2.3.1 Libraries personalization

2.3.2 Development support tools

2.3.3 Debugging support tools

2.3.4 Code documentation

2.3.4.1 Documentation support tools

2.3.4.2 Code browsing

2.3.5 Documentation Quality

2.3.5.1 Completeness

2.3.5.2 Documentation support type

2.3.5.3 Information retrieval ease

2.3.5.4 Contextual help

2.4 Administration tools

2.4.1 Software con�guration management

2.5 Interoperability

2.6 Integration between Geomarketing products and the Spatial Data Ma-

nager

2.6.1 Vectorial data products integration

2.6.2 Descriptive data products integration

2.6.3 Raster data products integration

2.7 Integration among Geomarketing products

2.7.1 Interfaces integration

2.7.2 Data sharing

3 PLANNING, DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION ANDOPERATING SUPPORT

3.1 User interface

3.1.1 Graphics type
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3.1.2 Graphics engine adequacy

3.1.3 Interface personalization

3.2 Functionality

3.2.1 Availability

3.2.2 Adequacy

3.2.2.1 Planes analysis functions

3.2.2.2 Topological connectivity functions

3.2.2.3 Graphical rendering functions

3.2.2.4 Network schema creation

3.3 Development environment

3.3.1 Libraries personalization

3.3.2 Development support tools

3.3.3 Debugging support

3.3.4 Code documentation

3.3.4.1 Documentation support tools

3.3.4.2 Code browsing

3.3.5 Documentation Quality

3.3.5.1 Completeness

3.3.5.2 Documentation support type

3.3.5.3 Information retrieval ease

3.3.5.4 Contextual help

3.4 Administration tools

3.4.1 User administration functions

3.4.2 Software con�guration management

3.4.3 Performance data collection

3.5 Work ow connection

3.6 Interoperability

3.7 Integration between this process products and the Spatial Data Mana-

ger

3.7.1 Vectorial data products integration

3.7.2 Descriptive data products integration

3.7.3 Raster data products integration

3.7.4 Digital Terrain Model products integration

3.8 Integration among this process products

3.8.1 Interfaces integration

3.8.2 Data sharing

4 DIAGNOSIS SUPPORT AND CUSTOMER CARE

4.1 User interface
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4.1.1 Graphics type

4.1.2 Graphics engine adequacy

4.1.3 Interface personalization

4.2 Functionality

4.2.1 Availability

4.2.2 Adequacy

4.2.2.1 Planes analysis functions

4.2.2.2 Topological connectivity functions

4.2.2.3 Graphical rendering functions

4.2.2.4 Network schema creation

4.3 Development environment

4.3.1 Libraries personalization

4.3.2 Development support tools

4.3.3 Debugging support

4.3.4 Code documentation

4.3.4.1 Documentation support tools

4.3.4.2 Code browsing

4.3.5 Documentation Quality

4.3.5.1 Completeness

4.3.5.2 Documentation support type

4.3.5.3 Information retrieval ease

4.3.5.4 Contextual help

4.4 Administration tools

4.4.1 Software con�guration management

4.4.2 Performance data collection

4.5 Interoperability

4.6 Integration between this process products and the Spatial Data Mana-

ger

4.6.1 Vectorial data products integration

4.6.2 Descriptive data products integration

4.6.3 Raster data products integration

4.7 Integration among this process products

4.7.1 Interfaces integration

4.7.2 Data sharing

5 SPATIAL DATA MANAGER

5.1 Data base properties

5.1.1 Fundamental properties

5.1.2 Transaction typology support
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5.1.3 Data / Function association

5.1.4 Client data access libraries

5.2 Basic properties of the Spatial Data Manager

5.2.1 Data model

5.2.2 Data management

5.2.3 Data integration

5.2.4 Spatial operators

5.2.5 Coordinate systems

5.2.6 Vectorial data continuous management

5.3 Special properties of the Spatial Data Manager

5.3.1 Data sharing constraints

5.3.2 Feature versioning

5.3.3 Feature life-cycle management

5.3.4 Data distribution

5.4 Integration between the Spatial Data Manager and the Data Layer

5.4.1 Server data access libraries

5.4.1.1 Public libraries for feature manipulation

5.4.1.2 Structured Query Language to access descriptive data

5.4.2 Independence from features structure

5.4.3 Integration with Oracle

5.4.4 Integration with Unix and MVS relational databases

5.4.5 Integration with Oracle Designer 2000

5.4.6 Logical scheme import capability

5.4.7 Spatial Data Manager platform

5.5 Data administration tools

5.5.1 Database distribution

5.5.2 Database access control

5.5.3 Backup

6 SOFTWARE QUALITY

6.1 Robustness

6.2 Maturity

6.3 Easiness of installation and maintenance

7 PERFORMANCES

7.1 Single transaction under di�erent data volume

7.2 Data Manager under di�erent operation typology

7.3 Data Manager under di�erent concurrent transactions

7.4 Graphical interfaces performances
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